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The Nebraska Watershed Network (NWN) is a student-driven organization
that aims to promote water quality through citizen science. Dr. Alan Kolok
is the NWN director and Krystal Herrmann is the program coordinator.
The Nebraska Watershed Network (NWN) was created five years ago by Dr. Kolok. NWN
uses community engagement, and in particular citizen science, as a method to educate
people about water quality. Dr. Kolok: ''There ore a lot af water issues in this town and in
this state. This state is highly agricultural which means you get a lot of agricultural runoff_1'
The goal of NWN is to educate and engage citizens about the water quality. "Our hope is
once you get educated, you will be engaged to action." said Dr. Kolok. NWN hos many
partnerships with K-12 schools. UNO students and K-12 students "con get there hands wet
and get get out in the field and make measurements. They wi ll be the people that will
struggle with these issues for the next 50 or 60 years."
Program coordinator Krystal Hermann explained the importance of citizen science: ''You do
not need a formal science background, a degree, or Ph.D. behind your name to collect
scientific data and contribute to our projects." The NWN hos engaged close to a thousand
citizens.
Watch the video below about the Nebraska Watershed Network:
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your commuuiry!
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Additional Resources
Nebraska Watershed Network
Research Stations

Nebraska Watershed Network
Facebook

Barbara Weirz Communiry Engagemenr Cemer (Weirz CEC)

McvSYNC

The Nebraska Watershed Network (NWN) is a Weitz CEC building partner organization.
Krysta l explained that: "The Barbara Weitz Community Engagement Center has been an
essential tool for us. To be able to work in an environment where there are so many
nonprofits and community groups. We have easy access to a lot of groups."

Share Yotu Srory:

The Weitz CEC has allowed t he NWN to collaborate with student a rganizatians and
community nonprofits resu lting in new partnerships.

Nebraska Watershed Network

Did you organize or participate in a
community-0rlented project or
service? UNO wants to hear from
you!
UNO is committed to community
engagement in its broadest form,
and wants to feature your
community service story.

Click here to share your story or
email
communityengagement@uno maha .edu.

"It is a lmost like a chain reaction. When you wark with one community group, you end up
meeting another commu nity group and you develop more partnerships. That is why the
Community Engagement is so unique. Being on the university campus is such an asset to
us."

